Call for Nominations:
Associate Editors for Journal of Communication
The incoming editors – Dr. David Ewoldsen, Dr. Natascha Just, Dr. Chul-joo “CJ” Lee, and Dr. Keren
Tenenboim-Weinblatt – of the Journal of Communication (JoC) are soliciting nominations for
Associate Editors of the Journal of Communication. Self-nominations are encouraged. The
appointment is for two years (with the possibility of renewal) and begins in the fall of 2022.
The Journal of Communication is a general forum for communication scholarship and publishes
articles and book reviews on a broad range of issues in communication theory and research. The
declared mission of the incoming editors is to represent the entire discipline and to do so in a
manner that respects the variety of epistemological and methodological approaches found within
the discipline of communication. Accordingly, JoC will publish the best available scholarship on all
aspects of communication and welcomes all manuscripts that are conceptually meaningful,
methodologically sound, interesting, clearly written, and thoughtfully argued, irrespective of
methodological and theoretical approaches.
The goal is to appoint 12 associate editors that will complement the strengths and expertise of
the editors. In particular, we are looking for associate editors that represent the following ICA
divisions and interest groups: Activism, Communication & Social Justice; Children, Adolescents &
Media; Communication Science & Biology; Computational Methods; Environmental
Communication; Ethnicity and Race in Communication; Feminist Scholarship; Global
Communication & Social Change; Human-Machine Communication; Intercultural Communication;
Interpersonal Communication; LGBTQ Studies; Organizational Communication, Public Relations;
Visual Communication Studies. Expertise that combines one or more of these areas is an
advantage.
Each associate editor will be expected to handle approximately 10 manuscripts per year. To
mentor the associate editors to become future editors, our policy will be for the associate editors
to select the reviewers, make the decision regarding the status of the manuscript, and write action
letters.
A complete nomination package includes a letter of application from the candidate including a
mission statement for the associate editorship; the candidate's vitae; and contact information of
three references familiar with the candidate's work, experience, and suitability for the task of
journal editing.
Generally, applicants should be renown in the respective area/s (early career scholars may be
considered in exceptional cases) and have a record of academic excellence corresponding to their
academic career level.
Associate Editors of JoC should reflect the diversity of the Association in terms of their interest
areas, gender, ethnicity, and national origin.
Please send your nomination package (one PDF file) at your earliest convenience to the incoming
editors: joc.editors@gmail.com. Review will begin on July 15, 2022, and continue until the
positions are filled.

